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*These are estimates based on US Census data - percent of active duty and retired military personnel
in each locality. The Estimated DOD doses are allocated based on the reported percentage of active
duty persons residing in the locality. The VAMC doses are allocated based on reported percent of
veterans residing in the locality.
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Age 65+ Population by City
*65+ data is an estimate. Census data is used
to estimate the total population of 65+ in each
locality. VIIS reports vaccinations in the age
band of 60-69. Sample data taken from
PrepMod and other sources are used to
estimate the percent of doses in the 60-69 age
band that were administered to those 65+.
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*Race and Ethnicity data is not available for 54,576 vaccinations. Therefore, vaccination totals by race are estimated
using the percent of first dose by race / ethnicity for the known population multiplied by the total first doses
administered in each locality.
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Race and Ethnicity
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Two or more races
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Total
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Virginia Health Department COVID-19 First Dose Vaccination Trend - Cumulative
Date is Based on VIIS Report Date
Does not include Hampton VA or D.o.D. Vaccinations

VDH Update Date: 6/9/2021
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Notable Headlines

Senate sergeant-at-arms says cyber threat, not another insurrection, keeps her up at night
 Senate passes billions for tech in US Innovation and Competition Act
 Leidos, Paramount USA and Vertex Aerospace Enter Final Phase of Armed Overwatch
Competition
 China Is Our No. 1 Priority. Start Acting Like It, Austin Tells Pentagon
 Changing Character of Supply: Rethinking Logistics in an Era of Systems Warfare
 White House Forms Team to Develop Blueprint for National AI Infrastructure
 DoD Successfully Demonstrates a 5G Network for Smart Warehouses
Who thrived in 2020? BGOV200 Federal Industry Leader List
WH press corps bugged: Brood X cicadas delay White House press plane


Progress of the Biden Administration's confirmation process. For a more detailed breakdown, click
through the image to the Washington Post's confirmation tracker.

Budget & Appropriations

No timeline for spending talks, White House budget director says (Roll Call)
Acting White House budget director Shalanda D. Young told a Senate panel Tuesday that there
weren't any talks planned yet to hammer out a bipartisan deal on spending levels for the upcoming
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fiscal year. But Young, a veteran House Appropriations Committee aide, said at a Senate Budget
Committee hearing that "it has to be a bipartisan process" in order to get the fiscal 2022 spending
bills enacted. Unlike budget reconciliation packages, appropriations bills need to get past the
Senate's 60-vote cloture threshold to advance. Young, who was confirmed for the No. 2 spot at the
Office of Management and Budget, is considered a top candidate to get the formal nod as
President Joe Biden's pick to head the budget office. She's been serving in an acting capacity since
Biden's original nominee, Neera Tanden, withdrew from consideration.
EPA chief emphasizes staffing, environmental justice in Appropriations testimony (The Hill)
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Administrator Michael Regan addressed the agency’s fiscal
2022 budget request Wednesday before the Senate Appropriations Committee, focusing on
depleted staffing and calls for improvements to water infrastructure. Committee Chairman Jeff
Merkley (D-Ore.) told Regan he likes “the values I see in this budget,” adding, “I stand ready to
help the administration provide the resources we need to tackle these really important
challenges.” Regan told the panel the agency was asking for an increase of just over 1,000
employees, which he said were “the numbers we believe we need to focus on providing the
appropriate research, the analytical capabilities to inform our regulations.”
Lawmakers seek funds to improve the workings of Congress (Roll Call)
The leaders of a bipartisan panel tasked with modernizing Congress on Wednesday urged the
House Appropriations Committee to fund several changes they say would improve the lives of
members and staff as well as how the institution itself functions. Washington Democrat Derek
Kilmer and South Carolina Republican William R. Timmons IV asked appropriators to help the
House Modernization of Congress Committee implement several of the 97 recommendations it
made during the last Congress. Kilmer, chair of the panel and a member of the Appropriations
Committee, pushed for funding to improve salaries, benefits, training opportunities and the worklife balance of congressional staffers to try to keep more of them from leaving the legislative
branch for other career opportunities. “The ongoing brain drain leaves Congress relying on
lobbyists for policy expertise, and that’s not the system the framers intended,” Kilmer said during
the spending panel’s annual “Members Day” hearing.

Aerospace & Defense

Can Rockets Deliver Supplies to War Zones? Space Force, Air Force Aim to Find Out (Defense One)
AFRL will look at whether reusable commercial rockets that can carry up to 100 tons of cargo could
be used to deliver gear to a conflict in an hour or less. The Air Force is also considering using the
rockets for humanitarian missions and disaster relief. “We’re trying to figure out how we can put
vehicles on a rocket, unload those vehicles, and go,” said Greg Spanjers, AFRL’s rocket cargo
program manager. It’s not the first time the Defense Department has considered using rockets for
terrestrial delivery missions; U.S. Transportation Command is also looking at the idea. But large,
reusable boosters developed by private firms, and China’s development of its own 100-ton capable
rocket, have persuaded Air Force leaders to take their own new look.
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Army says 2025 tactical network will make JADC2 a reality (C4ISRNET)
Mobile command posts dot the battlefield. On-the-move units connect with new commercial
satellite constellations but automatically pivot to other communications routes if interrupted by an
adversary. Soldiers and systems on the ground communicate with waveforms that mask their
locations while receiving up-to-date battlefield data to help make decisions. That’s what the Army
wants its battlefield network to look like by 2025 — a network that is more expeditionary and
mobile but can pass and process massive amounts of data at speeds the Army will need in coming
decades. It’s all part of building a network that can enables Joint All-Domain Command and
Control, the Pentagon’s future war-fighting concept in which sensors and shooters are connected.
The Army wants to deliver on that vision through its third iteration of tactical network tools,
known as Capability Set ’25. The service’s tactical network team, made up of the Network CrossFunctional Team and its acquisition arm — Program Executive Office Command, Control,
Communications-Tactical — rolls out the new network tools every two years.
Navy Drone Refuels Fighter Jet, a Key Step Toward Adding UAVs to Carrier Wings (Defense One)
A Navy test drone refueled a crewed fighter jet over Illinois on Friday, a key step in the service’s
plans to incorporate unmanned aircraft into carrier air wings. Two test pilots flying an F/A-18
Super Hornet took on some 325 pounds of fuel from an MQ-25 T1 Stingray unmanned aircraft
while evaluating various aspects of flying near the drone. “Friday’s historic test gets us one step
closer to providing MQ-25’s critical capabilities to the fleet. To build that foundation for integrating
manned and unmanned platforms to give our forces the competitive advantage to keep ahead of
the evolving threats in the 21st century,” Capt. Chad Reed, the program manager for the Navy’s
Unmanned Carrier Aviation program office, told reporters Monday. The Boeing-built MQ-25 is to
become the first unmanned aircraft added to carrier air wings, for which it will handle some
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance tasks along with its refueling duties.
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An artist's conception from 1963 of Douglas Ithacus T-100 cargo and personnel carrying rockets launching
groups of Marines on a mission from the deck of an aircraft carrier.

Advanced Technologies

Amazon's Sidewalk, a neighborhood device network, is 'uncharted territory' for data privacy,
watchdogs say (CyberScoop)
A new Amazon feature aimed at keeping users’ home devices connected to the internet by using a
friendly slice of neighborhood broadband is already raising concerns about unintended privacy
consequences. Amazon’s Sidewalk network pulls slivers of broadband from its users to create a
larger network to extend the range for devices further from a users’ home, such as the tracking
device Tile or smart lighting at the edge of a users’ property. Benefits of such technology include
helping a user find a lost dog or car keys, Amazon touts. It could also keep devices online if the
internet of an individual user goes out.
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An Internet Society study found 63% of people agree that connected devices are creepy5 in the way they
collect data about people and their behaviors, with French consumers being the most ‘creeped out’ (71%)
and Japanese being the least (46%).
Click image for full report.

Electric Flying Taxi Backed by United Airlines Unveiled in L.A. (Bloomberg)
United Airlines-backed startup Archer Aviation Inc. unveiled its future electric aircraft in trafficchoked Los Angeles, one of the cities where the company anticipates it will one day shuttle
customers to and from the airport. The so-called Maker electric vertical takeoff and landing vehicle
will have a 60-mile range and fly at 150 mph when it enters commercial service in 2024, according
to Palo Alto, California-based Archer. Archer executives debuted their Maker vehicle at a glitzy
event on Thursday evening in Hawthorne, California, about five miles from Los Angeles
International Airport. The company also plans to operate in Miami. Airlines and other companies
see a future where eVTOLs help ease traffic congestion by moving commuters in small electric
aircraft, free of carbon emissions. The Maker’s public debut occurred the same day United rival
American Airlines Group Inc. said it would preorder 250 four-seat VA-X4 electric aircraft developed
by U.K.-based Vertical Aerospace Group Ltd. American also said it had invested $25 million in
Vertical. Two other eVTOL companies, Joby Aviation and Lilium GmbH, have agreed to go public
through SPAC mergers.
Software companies seek AI law before Congress goes it alone (Protocol)
A major tech group representing companies such as AWS, Microsoft, IBM and Oracle is calling for
Congress to enact legislation that would require companies to assess and minimize bias in "highrisk" uses of artificial intelligence. The group, known as the BSA or The Software Alliance, made its
plea on Tuesday alongside a new report on identifying and lessening bias in AI that urges
organizations to look at potential bias in project conception, historical data, processing information
and deployment, as well as assess human oversight and the structure of compliance systems. The
group is trying to stay ahead of tech regulators who have begun deciding how to rein in the
algorithms on which many of the companies are basing their futures. The BSA cites health care,
finance and transportation as areas "where the severity and/or likelihood of potential harm is
high," but its definition of risk for a particular AI system revolves around potential impact, purpose,
level of human oversight and training data in a way that lawmakers across the world have signaled
they might find too vague.
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Military Installations & Communities

After Scaled-Back 2021, Air Force Military Construction Gets a Big Bump in ’22 Budget (Air Force
Magazine)
The 2022 figure of roughly $2.8 billion marks a 75 percent increase from the $1.6 billion enacted in
2021 and is more than double the $1.27 billion requested last year. And based off total dollars, it is
the largest year-over-year increase in the military construction and family housing funding
requests for the department in more than a decade. The Air Force officials had previously
indicated there would be a “significant” increase from 2021’s figures. On May 19, Brig. Gen.
William H. Kale III, deputy chief of staff for logistics, engineering, and force protection, told House
appropriators the MILCON and family housing budget would “return to a level similar to funding
requests from previous year.”
B-21’s mean more military members & expansion projects coming to Ellsworth Airforce Base
(Keloland News)
Ellsworth Air Force Base is now the official home of the new B-21 stealth bomber. “We will now at
Ellsworth be part of a nuclear triad, this is a nuclear mission,” South Dakota Senator John Thune
said.The official military decision was signed Wednesday, kicking off the next few years of major
investment in South Dakota’s largest military base. “In regards to the surrounding area, Box Elder
and Rapid City, it’s a huge economic impact,” Thune said. It’s a project years in the making, but
now South Dakota’s Ellsworth Air Force base has officially secured the B-21 bombers.

The B-21 will come out in the open for engine runs, taxi tests, and other necessary ground checks at
Northrop Grumman’s Palmdale, Calif., plant in early 2022.
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Balfour Beatty Communities Continues to Invest in Military Housing Sustainability with Expanded
Solar Initiative (BW)
Balfour Beatty Communities, a leading provider of property management, development and
related real estate services for the multifamily, military and student housing markets, today
announced it has completed agreements to install rooftop solar systems across its military housing
at Naval Air Station Jacksonville, Naval Air Station Pensacola and Naval Station Mayport. More than
6.5 megawatts of photovoltaic (PV) systems will be installed, generating an estimated 3 million
kilowatt-hours of electricity annually, allowing the NAS Jacksonville Homes, NAS Pensacola Homes
and NS Mayport Homes communities to draw up to 20% of their total electricity supply from
renewable energy
DOD Should Provide Congress with More Information on Army's Privatization and Better Guidance
to the Military Services (GAO)
Army bases provide lodging for official travelers who pay for the rooms with their per diem
allowance. In 2009, the Army began to privatize its on-base hotels with the goal of more quickly
addressing the poor condition of the facilities. Privatization included constructing new hotels, and
it has improved on-base lodging. But improvements have taken longer than expected and plans
have changed—information not included in reports to Congress. We also found Army estimates
likely overstate how much this effort reduced costs.
DoD Delays Final Protections for Military Families in Housing Tenant Bill of Rights -- Again
(Military.com)
The remaining protections of the tenant bill of rights that Congress mandated for military families
living in on-base housing will be delayed again -- this time until Sept. 30, the Defense Department
announced Friday.
Lawmakers in 2019 outlined 18 rights to guarantee families leased homes on military bases that
met a specific quality standard, had a clear path to handle disputes with the private companies
that manage base housing, and could easily understand leases and past maintenance of a
residence. The reform followed a series of news reports that highlighted military families
sometimes faced dangerous conditions, including lead paint, asbestos and mold, water leaks, and
pest and rodent infestations.

Homeland Security

Justice Department, international law enforcement disrupt major marketplace for cybercriminals
(CyberScoop)
The Justice Department partnered with international law enforcement to take down an online
marketplace offering stolen login credentials for various accounts including bank and online
payment, DOJ said on Thursday. It’s unclear how much cybercriminals scored financially using the
stolen logins, but the newly unsealed affidavit for a warrant notes victim reports topping $200
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million in losses in the U.S. alone. The marketplace, Slilpp, reportedly sold login credentials for over
1,400 account providers at the time that law enforcement disrupted the marketplace’s servers and
domains. “With today’s coordinated disruption of the Slilpp marketplace, the FBI and our
international partners sent a clear message to those who, as alleged, would steal and traffic in
stolen identities: we will not allow cyber threats to go unchecked,” acting U.S. Attorney Channing
Phillips of the District of Columbia said in a statement. “We applaud the efforts of the FBI and our
international partners who contributed to the effort to mitigate this global threat.”
Cyberattack on food supply followed years of warnings (POLITICO)
Security analysts from the University of Minnesota warned the U.S. Agriculture Department in late
May about a growing danger — a cyber crime known as ransomware that could wreak more havoc
on Americans’ food sources than Covid-19 did. A week and a half later, the prediction became
reality as a ransomware attack forced the shutdown of meat plants that process more than a fifth
of the nation’s beef supply in the latest demonstration of hackers’ ability to interrupt a critical
piece of the U.S. economy. The hack of the global meatpacking giant JBS last weekend is also the
starkest example yet of the food system’s vulnerability to digital threats, especially as internet
technology and automation gain an increasing role across farmlands and slaughterhouses. But
federal oversight of the industry’s cybersecurity practices remains light, despite years of warnings
that an attack could bring consequences ranging from higher grocery prices to contaminated food.
US Cyber Command wants more money for network defense (Defense News)
U.S. Cyber Command asked Congress for an additional $62 million to harden Department of
Defense networks as part of its unfunded priorities that didn’t make it into the command’s fiscal
2022 budget request. A copy of the list obtained by C4ISRNET showed that Cyber Command noted
the recent SolarWinds intrusion of various government networks in its request for money to help
the DoD secure its own networks and respond to malicious cyber actions. The item topped a list of
four unfunded priorities totaling $93.4 million. The DoD has said that the vast SolarWinds breach
of federal and business networks, attributed to the Russian foreign intelligence service, did not
affect its own systems.
DHS Needs to Fully Implement Key Practices in Acquiring Biometric Identity Management System
(GAO)
The Department of Homeland Security started working on replacing its outdated biometric identity
management system (fingerprint matching and facial recognition) in 2016. The new system is 3
years behind schedule due to technical and other challenges. DHS modified a major contract and
took more steps to address the challenges. But when we compared the program to 14 IT
acquisition best practices, officials had only fully implemented 7 of them. For example, officials
didn't fully review the contractor's work products—making it harder to ensure that all requested
changes were made.
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The GLEN is a worldwide law enforcement capacity building network of International Computer Hacking
and Intellectual Property (ICHIP) attorney advisors, computer forensic analysts, and federal law
enforcement agents who deliver training and technical assistance to foreign law enforcement,
prosecutorial, and judicial partners to combat intellectual property and cybercrime activity, as well as to
assist in the collection and use of electronic evidence to combat all types of crime, including transnational
organized crime (TOC).

Transportation & Infrastructure

Infrastructure hits a hurdle on the left (POLITICO)
The fate of the Senate’s bipartisan talks on infrastructure remains a giant question mark after
Thursday’s self-proclaimed deal. But if an agreement does materialize, it might still run into a giant
hurdle on the left. In an interview with your Huddle host, Congressional Progressive Caucus Chair
Pramila Jayapal (D-Wash.) said her members will not vote for any bipartisan deal unless top
Democrats commit to teeing up a reconciliation bill “at the same time.” “We can’t just allow one
thing to go through and then take all the pressure and the momentum out,” Jayapal said, ticking
off a list of Democratic priorities that would likely be left out of the kind of roads-and-bridges bill
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that Republicans have backed. “We can’t just leave women out. We can’t just leave child care out.”
GSA Nominee Pledges Digital Infrastructure Investments (MeriTalk)
Robin Carnahan, President Biden’s nominee for administrator of the General Services
Administration (GSA), sailed through a Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs
Committee confirmation hearing today while offering commitments to create a more user-friendly
GSA and support digital infrastructure investments. “This past year has shown the importance and
the fragility of our nation’s digital infrastructure,” Carnahan said during the hearing. “As the
pandemic swept through the country, Congress responded fast with programs to meet the
challenges,” the nominee said. “But yet, too often, the help was slow getting to the families and
businesses that needed it most. The bottom line is no program passed by this Congress can be
effective without smart investments in an effective, secure, digital infrastructure to deliver it and
GSA is uniquely positioned to support that mission across government.”
Verizon turns on commercial private 5G in U.S. (Reuters)
Verizon Business (VZ.N) on Thursday launched its first commercially available private 5G network
in the U.S. to offer businesses and government departments high-speed indoor or outdoor
connectivity. Private 5G networks remove the need for businesses to jostle for speed with others
on a public network and help enable data-intensive applications that use computer vision,
augmented reality and machine learning to increase productivity. "You can go up to four or five
gigabit (per second) speed easily today, but what is interesting is that you have four or five gigabits
consistently," Sowmyanarayan Sampath, chief revenue officer of Verizon Business, said in an
interview.
Earmarks in U.S. House Infrastructure Bill Top $5.7 Billion; 20 Maryland Projects Make the Cut
(Maryland Matters)
U.S. House Democrats’ highway funding bill is poised to include roughly three out of five
transportation projects submitted by members, as legislators vie for their share of federal dollars
through the resurrected congressional earmarks process. The 1,473 projects that made the cut
were out of 2,383 that Democratic and Republican legislators requested for inclusion in a federal
infrastructure bill, at a time when infrastructure is the subject of prolonged, high-profile
negotiations between the White House and Republicans in Congress. The earmarks list — detailed
in an amendment to five-year, $547 billion surface transportation reauthorization bill that the
House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee will take up on Wednesday — has a price tag
of $5.7 billion. That’s about 40% of the nearly $14.9 billion that was requested for memberdesignated projects. If the bill is passed, districts represented by Democrats would receive the
largest share of those dollars. Nearly $4 billion is designated for projects requested by Democrats,
and $1.7 billion is for Republican-backed projects.

Biotechnology & Healthcare

White House rolls out supply chain report, highlights domestic medicine production (POLITICO)
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HHS, “under the Defense Production Act … and building on current public-private partnerships, will
establish a public-private consortium for advanced manufacturing and onshoring of domestic
essential medicines production. “The consortium’s first task will be to select 50-100 critical drugs,
drawn from the Food and Drug Administration’s essential medicines list, to be the focus of an
enhanced onshoring effort" (Full supply chain report is available here)
U.S. Labor Dept issues emergency COVID-19 rule for healthcare workers (Reuters)
The rule by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) aligns with existing nonbinding guidance from the agency, but gives workers greater leverage to demand protections and
provides for stricter enforcement and fines. The agency also provided non-binding guidance for
unvaccinated workers in high-risk settings, such as shifting some of those workers to off-hours,
installing physical barriers on assembly lines and staggering breaks.
Merck (MRK) Announces Supply Agreement with U.S. Government for Molnupiravir, an
Investigational Oral Antiviral Candidate for Treatment of Mild to Moderate COVID-19 (SI)
“Merck is pleased to collaborate with the U.S. government on this new agreement that will provide
Americans with COVID-19 access to molnupiravir – an investigational oral therapy being studied for
outpatient use early in the course of disease – if it is authorized or approved,” said Rob Davis,
president, Merck. “In addition to this agreement with the U.S. government, we are actively
engaged in numerous efforts to make molnupiravir available globally to fulfill Merck’s commitment
to widespread access.” Through the agreement, if molnupiravir receives Emergency Use
Authorization (EUA) or approval by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Merck will
receive approximately $1.2 billion to supply approximately 1.7 million courses of molnupiravir to
the United States government. Merck has been investing at risk to support development and scaleup production of molnupiravir and expects to have more than 10 million courses of therapy
available by the end of 2021.
What 400 Flawed Healthcare AI Models Can Teach Us (Forbes)
Casey Ross recently reported in STAT how the pandemic kicked off a flurry of model building.
Everyone wanted to make a positive contribution and help alleviate concerns emanating from the
crisis. They asked: How can we use machine learning to detect COVID-19? How can we predict who
is likely to be severely ill? And can we build models that will be robust through new variants of the
virus? They reported their efforts to build on the works of others and learn from the AI
community. A year later, the University of Cambridge examined these models and found that every
one of the more than 400 that they studied was fatally flawed, including those published in leading
scientific journals.
'Skywalker' Prosthetic Hand Feels Like It's the Real Thing to Amputees (Newsweek)
Technology for thought-controlled limbs that allow amputees to touch and feel again is bringing a
robotic hand from Star Wars within reach of becoming a reality. A U.S. research team developing
the cutting-edge prosthetic is bringing Luke Skywalker's robotic hand, seen at the conclusion of the
film The Empire Strikes Back, closer to real-life use. The collaborative effort to mimic human arms
with synthetic replacements has some major advancements to come, according to Gregory Clark,
an associate professor in biomedical engineering at the University of Utah.
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Over the last decade, U.S. funding for global health has remained relatively flat, with spikes in some years
due to emergency supplemental funding for Ebola in FY 2015, Zika in FY 2016, and COVID-19 in FY 2020
and FY 2021. In FY 2021, funding for global health through regular appropriations totaled $11.4 billion.
(Kaiser Family Foundation)

Climate & Development

New U.S. Arctic center to increase collaboration on climate, security (UPI)
The Defense Department announced this week that it's creating a sixth regional center to focus on
issues related to the Arctic, according to a press release. Pentagon Press Secretary John F. Kirby
said during a briefing on Wednesday at the Pentagon that the Ted Stevens Center for Arctic
Security will provide a new venue for collaboration. The location has not yet been chosen. The new
center's focus will be on supporting the U.S. Interim National Security Strategic Guidance and
tackling shared challenges like climate change.
Biden climate adviser: Infrastructure plan could omit some climate proposals (POLITICO)
President Joe Biden's National Climate Adviser Gina McCarthy said on Tuesday some ambitious
proposals to fight climate change could fall out of the infrastructure package, but the
administration would not give up its pursuit of the measures to push green energy to slash
greenhouse gases. In an interview with POLITICO, McCarthy acknowledged the political difficulties
in passing aggressive climate change legislation, but said Biden was still "going for it" on climate in
his $2 trillion infrastructure plan.
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Top General Pressed on Biden Remark About Climate Change's Threat to US (Military.com)
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs Gen. Mark Milley told lawmakers Thursday that climate change is a
serious threat facing the United States -- one that the military must take into account. Milley's
comments came a day after President Joe Biden told U.S. troops in England that top military
leaders had told him about 12 years ago that global warming was the greatest threat facing
America, due to its effects on population movements, increased scarcity of land capable of
growing food and possible fighting over land.
Cooper signs order setting goals for offshore wind power (Coastal Review)
Gov. Roy Cooper’s office said his newest directive, executive order No. 218, signed Wednesday
reaffirms the state’s commitment to creating clean energy jobs, increasing economic opportunities
and reducing greenhouse gas emissions through the expansion of offshore wind power. “Offshore
wind power will help North Carolina create jobs and generate economic development while
helping us transition to a clean energy economy,” Cooper said in a statement. “North Carolina’s
national leadership in clean energy and manufacturing plus our highly trained workforce create a
strong business environment for offshore wind supply chain and manufacturing companies.”

Upcoming Events (times in ET)

















ACT-IAC: Federal insights exchange session featuring Sanjeev Sonny Bhagowalia.
(June 14, 2:00 PM)
AFCEA: Next Steps: Leveraging Data as a Strategic Asset. (June 15, 8:00 AM)
Senate Armed Services Committee will hold hearings to examine the posture of the
Department of the Army in review of the Defense Authorization Request for FY22 and
the Future Years Defense Program. (June 15, 9:30 AM)
Senate Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs Committee will hold hearings to
examine 21st century communities, focusing on local leaders on the infrastructure
needs facing America’s states, cities, and towns. (June 15, 10:00 AM)
AFCEA and George Mason University: Critical Issues in C4I (Command, Control,
Communications, Computers and Intelligence) Symposium. (June 15-16, beginning 10
AM)
House Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee on Coast Guard and
Maritime Transportation will hold a hearing titled, “Impacts of Shipping Container
Shortages, Delays, and Increased Demand on the North American Supply
Chain.” (June 15, 11:00 AM)
Arnold&Porter: Integration of FOCI Mitigation into Deal Structure. (June 15, 12:00
PM)
Navy Memorial: Discussion with Navy Vice Adm. James Kilby, deputy chief of naval
operations for warfighting requirements and capabilities. (June 15, 2:00 PM)
Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related
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Agencies will hold hearings to examine proposed budget estimates and justification
for FY22 for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. (June 15, 2:00 PM)
Senate Armed Services Subcommittee on Airland will hold hearings to examine
Army modernization in review of the Defense Authorization Request for FY22. (June
15, 2:30 PM)
House Armed Services Subcommittee on Strategic Forces will hold a hearing titled,
“FY22 Priorities for Missile Defense and Missile Defeat Programs.” (June 15, 3:00 PM)
CSIS: Cybersecurity in the Quantum Future. (June 15, 3:00 PM)
FedScoop: CyberTalks. (June 15, 16)
CNAS: 2021 Virtual National Security Conference. (June 15-17)
International Institute for Strategic Studies: The United States - Keeping the Defense
Innovation Edge? (June 16, 9:00 AM)
Senate Appropriations Subcommittee on Military Construction and Veterans
Affairs, and Related Agencies will hold hearings to examine proposed budget
estimates and justification for FY22 for military construction and family housing.
(June 16, 10:00 AM)
Senate Armed Services Committee will hold hearings to examine the nominations for
General Counsel, Undersecretary of the Air Force, Assistant Secretary of the Navy.
(June 16, 10:00 AM)
Senate Finance Committee will hold hearings to examine the President’s FY22
budget. (June 16, 10:00 AM)
House Transportation and Infrastructure Subcommittee on Aviation will hold a
hearing titled, “Starships and Stripes Forever - An Examination of the FAA’s Role in
the Future of Spaceflight.” (June 16, 2:00 PM)
Senate Appropriations Committee will hold hearing to examine proposed budget
estimates and justification for FY22 for the DoD. (June 17, 10:00 AM)
Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Subcommittee on Emerging
Threats and Spending Oversight will hold hearings to examine addressing emerging
cybersecurity threats to state and local government. (June 17, 10:15 AM)
ACT-IAC: HHS CIO at ACT-IAC Cybersecurity COI June 2021. (June 18, 11:00 AM)
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